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Abstract
Variability is a powerful abstraction in software engineering that
allows managing product lines and business processes requiring great
deals of change, customization and adaptation. In the field of Business Process Management (BPM) the increasing deployment of workflow engines having to handle an increasing number of instances has
prompted for the strong need for variability techniques. The idea is
that parts of a business process remain either open to change, or not
fully defined, in order to support several versions of the same process depending on the intended use or execution context. The goal
is to support two major challenges for BPM: re-usability and flexibility. Existing approaches are broadly categorized as Imperative or
Declarative. We propose Process Variability through Declarative and
Imperative techniques (PVDI), a variability framework which utilizes
temporal logic to represent the basic structure of a process, leaving
other choices open for later customization and adaptation. We show
how both approaches to variability excel for different aspects of the
modeling and we highlight PVDI’s ability to take the best of both
worlds. Furthermore, by enriching the process modeling environment
with graphical elements, the complications of temporal logic are hidden from the user. To show the practical viability of PVDI, we present
tooling supporting the full PVDI lifecycle and test its feasibility in the
form of a performance evaluation.
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Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) is evolving rapidly due to new requirements having to do with mass customization, need for adapting to varying
business and execution contexts, and the wider availability of service-based
infrastructures. Where BPM supported local user–specific rigid and repetitive units of work in the past, now it often has to support loosely–coupled processes in cloud-based environments with many users possibly having highly
variable requirements. With every evolution new opportunities as well as
challenges arise [1]. Variability is an abstraction and management method
that addresses a number of the related issues. In the domain of software engineering, variability refers to the possibility of changes in software products
and models [2]. When introduced to the domain of BPM, it indicates that
parts of a business process remain either open to change, or not fully defined,
in order to support several versions of the same process depending on the
intended use or execution context [3]. Currently, when multiple similar business processes are required, they either exist as one large process definition
using intricate branching descriptions or in multiple separate process definitions. This makes readability and maintainability a major problem in case
of processes with intricate branching routes, or creates redundancy issues in
case of multiple separate process definitions [3, 4]. We propose a novel variability approach as a solution. By introducing variability to BPM in a new
way, we offer support for both re-usability and flexibility, ameliorating the
readability, maintainability, and redundancy issues. Re-usability and flexibility are both directly supported by the fact that variability allows change
within business processes. Multiple similar but different process instances
may be based upon a single re-usable process by applying several changes as
allowed by the variability, and may then be adapted at run-time due to this
same flexible nature.
When considering variability in the domain of BPM, two distinct approaches exist: imperative and declarative variability [5]. The first uses the
typical imperative specification of business processes and offers variability
through sets of specifically allowed changes at prescribed points in the business process, called variation points. The second introduces constraints to
specify what change is disallowed. Therefore, any change not disallowed
through such constraints is allowed. Variability is offered to the BPM domain at two stages of the BPM life-cycle: design– and run–time. At design–
time, variability focuses primarily on enabling re-usability of the business
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processes, whereas at run–time it aims at allowing flexibility during process
execution. As a result, four different areas towards BPM variability can be
identified: process re-usability or flexibility using either imperative or declarative techniques. Of these four areas, most research has focus on re-usability
using imperative techniques or flexibility using declarative techniques [3].
Re-usability using imperative techniques however presents a number of drawbacks. First, all variability must be specifically allowed within the process.
Although at first sight this might not seem like a drawback, the result implies
that all possible variability must be known explicitly at design–time. Obviously, when dealing with processes which include a large range of variability,
several options will be overlooked, or worse, combinations which should be
prevented are unnoticed and allowed in the final process. On the other hand,
declarative variability lies on the far side of the semantic gap between the
traditional and well–understood way of imperative process specification and
the unintuitive way of declarative specification where temporal logic formulas
are used to define relations between the different activities.
We propose a variability approach to re-usability and flexibility using
a declarative process definition while maintaining the traditional and well–
understood way of imperative process specification through the introduction of graphical design elements which are internally translated into sets of
temporal logic constraints. Because we use these graphical design elements
instead of the constraints themselves, we do not only support declarative
variability techniques, but imperative ones as well. We present the variability framework using a case–study from the Dutch local eGovernment, and
developed tool support in order to validate practicality of the approach.
Here, we expand upon Process Variability though Declarative and Imperative techniques (PVDI) as proposed in our conference paper [6]. In Section 2,
we present a case–study where we discuss variability in the context of the
Dutch local eGovernment. Section 3 introduces PVDI by presenting how it
affects the BPM life-cycle and by defining all of its aspects. In Section 4, we
present how PVDI approaches process variability through template design
using both declarative and imperative constraint techniques. Section 5 introduces constraint relations, which allow relations between constraints. We
then describe how PVDI supports process healthiness conditions such as the
absence of dead–ends and the reachability of elements within the business
process in Section 6. We describe the variant validation process, including the
model conversion, the validation algorithm, and a performance test, in Section 7. Section 8 describes how the framework guides the design of variants
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through a room reservation example. The expressive power of the framework
is evaluated in Section 9 via a careful definition and comparison of both the
properties and the complexity of the declarative and imperative approaches
to variability. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 10 before drawing
conclusions about our proposal in Section 11.

2

Case–Study: Variability in Local eGovernment

The Netherlands consists of 418 municipalities which all differ greatly. Because of this, each municipality is allowed to operate independently according
to their local requirements. However, all municipalities have to provide the
same services and execute the same laws. An example of such a law which is
heavily subjected to local needs is the WMO (Wet maatschappelijke ondersteuning, Social Support Act, 2006), a law providing needing citizens with
support ranging from wheelchairs, help at home, home improvement, and
homeless sheltering.
Figure 1 illustrates a simplified version of the general WMO process. The
simplified version is based on the commonalities between processes obtained
through interviews with seven different municipalities located in the Northern area of the Netherlands [7, 8]. Municipalities interviewed range in size,
population, and income, and also differed in being urban or rural areas. The
process starts with an application procedure which determines if the request
made by the citizen falls under the WMO law. If this would not be the case,
the citizen must be advised by the municipality employee towards his next
steps. In case that the request made by the citizen does fall under the WMO
law, the application is added to the system, an indication is written, and a
decision whether to approve the requested support, in what form, and partially or fully, is made based on the indication. The decision is then checked
by a colleague, and reported back to the citizen. After which the support
is arranged for the citizen in case of a positive decision, or the citizen may
object against a negative decision.
Within the general WMO process as illustrated in Figure 1 a large quantity of variability was discovered through careful examination of the differences in the WMO processes found at the seven municipalities [7, 8]. Most
notable was the variability concerning the information gathering activities
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Figure 1: Simplified WMO process.
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Figure 2: Imperative view on variability within the WMO processes.
illustrated in Figure 2, which ranged from all three activities being included
into a single home visit, them being in strict sequential order to being in a
loop, and so on. Other variability discovered included background checks on
citizens, checks in the objection loop, different application mechanisms for
different requests, and a decision check by a supervisor.
Figure 2 illustrates a traditional imperative variability view concerning
the information gathering activities of the WMO process. Here two variants
are shown which may or may not be used within the general template. Variant 1 contains the information gathering activities in a loop, whereas Variant
2 contains them in a sequence. However, not all three information gathering
activities are required to be included or, in the case of the serial variant, not
all are required to be traversed in the same order, leading to a large number
6

Figure 3: Declarative PVDI view on variability within the WMO processes.
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of subvariants and increasing complexity from the design perspective. Figure 3, on the other hand, illustrates a declarative solution to the same WMO
process using PVDI. Here, the declarative constraints are hidden by a set
of graphical PVDI elements, which we explain in detail in Sections 4 and 5.
Different arrows signify different ordering requirements, different borders signify different mandatory requirements, and the large group—called a frozen
area—signifies an entirely locked area or one with limited variability. The
flexibility of a process bounded with such constraints can vary from zero to
unlimited, when there are no constraints at all. Notice how the constraints
are not evaluated for templates but only for variant processes resulting from
templates. Using a so called frozen area—which emulates an imperatively
specified area within the process— we restrict the decision making process,
which must be kept intact at all times. The rest of the template is captured
using simple ordering constraints and one parallel constraint. Using this approach, variability is not added specifically to, for example, the information
gathering activities, but instead they are not constrained and thus may or
may not be added in any way possible. A special case of this can be seen in
the large group where a dotted arrow signifies a place where the supervisor
decision check activity may be inserted.

3

Process Variability through Declarative and
Imperative techniques

Process Variability through Declarative and Imperative techniques (PVDI)
aims at allowing a high degree of process variability while preserving the
main business goal of a process. PVDI accomplishes this through combining
blueprinting and constraint techniques [3]. The hard to understand constraints are being hidden from the user through easy to recognize graphical
elements introduced to the blueprints or template. Because of this, PVDI
allows the use of both declarative and imperative variability modeling techniques.
Figure 4 describes the engineering process of PVDI. On the left the process design part and on the right the template evolution part. The dark
activities represent the well-known BPM engineering steps, whereas the light
activities are PVDI specific ones. Template design is driven by requirements,
business goals, laws, regulations, etc. The template modeler uses this knowl-
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Figure 4: PVDI Engineering Process.
edge to model a template using traditional BPM techniques in combination
with the graphical elements introduced through PVDI (Sections 3-5). Once
completed, constraints are generated from the PVDI graphical elements and
embedded within the template (Sections 4-5). The template is then offered
to process modelers as a resource. A process modeler may use this template
to model a variant of the process using traditional BPM techniques, with
the aid of the graphical PVDI elements which visually point the modeler to
what is, and what is not allowed (Sections 6-7). When satisfied, the resulting
process is evaluated using the constraints within the template (Section 8).
If the validation returns faults, the graphical PVDI elements related to the
faults are highlighted for easy reference. Once the modeler completes a valid
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variant, the variant may be deployed, executed, and monitored as usual.
Whenever requirements drive towards template updates, the evolutionary
cycle is entered. The template is updated, new constraints are generated, and
the template is published again. At this point, whenever an existing variant
based upon the previous version is run, a version check makes sure if the
variant is up to date. If it is not, the variant is reevaluated with regards to
the updated template. If this process returns faults, the variant is adapted to
adhere to the new version of the template either automatically or manually.
Once found correct, it may be redeployed, run, and monitored as before. We
now introduce PVDI more precisely.
A process in PVDI is defined as a directed graph consisting of activities,
gates, and events. Every activity contains multiple incoming and exactly one
outgoing transition. The unique start and end event, contain exactly zero
and multiple incoming transitions and one and zero outgoing transitions,
respectively. Gates on the other hand may contain multiple incoming and
outgoing transitions. Gates, as such, allow not only for simple branching,
but also allow loops to occur within the process. Since a process is defined as
a directed graph, it can serve as a framework for a modal logic of processes,
including computational tree logic+ (CT L+ ) [9]. Consider for example the
process depicted in Figure 5. This process P consists of four activities A
through D, a start event, an end event, and a gate.
Definition 3.1 (Process). A process P is a tuple hS, T i where:
• S = (A ∪ G ∪ E) is the set of activities, gates, and events;
• A = {A1 . . . An } is a finite set of activities;
• G = Ga ∪Gx is a finite set of gateways, consisting of and– and xor–gates
as defined by BPMN [10];
• E is a set of events, containing a unique start

and end ⊗ event;

• T is a binary relation on S, i.e. a subset of the Cartesian product S ×S;
• ∀s ∈ S : (s, ), (⊗, s) ∈
/ T;
• ∀a ∈ A ∪ E there is at most one s ∈ S with (a, s) ∈ T ;
• ∀s ∈ S \ {⊗} there is at least one s0 ∈ S with (s, s0 ) ∈ T .
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Figure 5: An abstract process.
Constraints are used by PVDI to capture restrictions on the variability offered
within a PVDI template. These restrictions include, but are not limited
to, process critical node and path information. A constraint in PVDI is
a Computational Tree Logic+ (CT L+ ) formula [9, 11] (See Appendix A).
Although any CT L+ formula can be expressed in regular CT L, and it thus
is equivalent to CT L, it does allow for compacter and better understandable
formulas. In order to use a process as a model for the CT L+ constraints, we
introduce a set of variables and a valuation function. We use the natural
valuation, that is, for each node s ∈ S of a process we introduce a dedicated
variable. The labeling function L is then built such that each dedicated
variable is evaluated to true for its corresponding node only. Additionally,
under the natural valuation we can use the same letter to represent both
activity and its corresponding variable. When evaluated, every constraint
must valuate to true at every node s ∈ S of a process.
Definition 3.2 (Constraint). A constraint φ over a process P is a computation tree logic+ (CT L+ ) formula whose propositional variables are in L(S)
of P , where L is a labeling function using the natural valuation.
From a notation point of view, we use Φ to denote the set of constraints
related to process P . A constraint is valid for a process P iff it is evaluated
to true in every node of the process under the natural valuation. More
formally,
Definition 3.3 (Constraint validity). Let φ be a constraint, M be a model
built on the process P using the natural valuation, and S be the set of nodes
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of the process P . Then φ is valid iff ∀s ∈ S : M, s |= φ.
Processes, defined in Definition 3.1, allow two different branching mechanisms
as denoted by the two different gates. CT L+ , however, can not distinguish
between these different branching mechanisms. As such, the constraints presented here enforce process structure instead of process execution.
Templates are used in PVDI as the basis for forming variants. Informally,
a template is a process including constraints. Taking advantage of these formulations, we note that is possible to define underspecified processes. That
is, a template may range from being a fully specified process, as defined in
Definition 3.1, to a set of nodes S with T = ∅. As such, the inclusion of
nodes and transitions in templates serve only the goal of constraint generation, and otherwise may be omitted if not to serve the goal of informally
guiding variant design. Since a template is not a process, any constraints
φ ∈ Φ within a template do not have to valuate to true for that template but
only for its variants.
Definition 3.4 (Template). A template R is a tuple hS, T, Φi
• S as in definition 3.1;
• T is a binary relation on S, i.e. a subset of the Cartesian product S ×S;
• ∀s ∈ S : (s, ), (⊗, s) ∈
/ T;
• ∀a ∈ A ∪ E there is at most one s ∈ S with (a, s) ∈ T .
• Φ is a finite set of constraints as defined in Definition 3.2.
Variants in PVDI are processes which are based on a template and for which
all constraints φ ∈ Φ of that template are valid. A process based on a
template for which not every constraint φ ∈ Φ is evaluated to true at every
node s ∈ S of the process is therefore considered to not be a variant. When
adding additional constraints to define templates, the set of possible variants
is reduced. Note that, to support optimal variability, the sets of states and
transitions of a template and its variant require no direct relation. This
relation, instead, is implied through the constraints contained in the template
and how they are required to valuate to true at every node of the variant.
As a result, we allow any nodes and transition from templates to be removed
in variants as long as all constraints validate to true.
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Definition 3.5 (Variant). A variant V = hSV , TV i of a template R =
hSR , TR , ΦR i is a process P such that ΦR is valid for V .
To ease the definition of constraints, we introduce the notion of a group in
PVDI. That is a shorthand to describe a constraint spanning over a set of
related nodes, in other words, to quantify a constraint over more than one
node with different names.
Definition 3.6 (Group). A group G in the template R = hSR , TR , Φi is a
nonempty subset of the set of nodes SR of the template R. When a group sg is
used as input for a constraint instead of a single state s, then all occurrences
of that single state s in the CT L+ formula are replaced by (s1 ∨ . . . ∨ sn )
where s1 . . . sn are elements of the group sg .
An example of a group can be seen in Figure 3 where it is used to group the
home visit, forward to CIZ, and medical advice activities.

4

Template Design

In order to support template design, PVDI expands the graphical language of
the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [10] with PVDI template
elements. Each element consists of two parts: a graphical element which
extends BPMN and a constructive definition which explains how to translate
the graphical element into a constraint described in CT L+ . Template design
in PVDI consists of several steps, illustrated in Figure 6. The dark steps
are mandatory, and the light step is optional. Template design is naturally
driven by requirements, such as those on the selection of activities, the order
of activities, the importance of an entire sub-process, etcetera. Using this
information, the template modeler selects a set of activities for the template.
Then, any transition may be added to the template. These transitions are
largely optional, and may be used to guide the modeling of variants. However,
they may also be used for several advanced constraint techniques where entire
sub-processes are being described using constraints. At the same time, PVDI
elements are added to the template. These elements can be seen as being
graphical representations of constraints and include, but are not limited to,
mandatory selection and ordering between activities. Next, the actual CT L+
constraints are generated from the PVDI elements introduced in the previous
step and embedded in the template. Finally, the template is published for
use as a source for variants.
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Figure 6: Template creation.
Let us consider these PVDI graphical elements and their translation into
CT L+ constraints one by one. The elements described here are not a final
set and may by extended according to modeling needs. Since PVDI is in
its design a declarative approach, first a number of elements using declarative techniques are discussed. Then, a number of elements more familiar to
imperative techniques are introduced using PVDI’s declarative approach.

4.1

Declarative Techniques

Declarative techniques are process flexibility techniques which focus on what
tasks are performed [5]. One inherent property of declarative techniques is
that every variation is allowed, except for what is specifically disallowed. Because of this, declarative techniques are considered the more flexible of the
approaches, but less strictly defined. Here we define four declarative PVDI
elements, their graphical representations, and their translation to CT L+ constraints. The elements discussed here are Mandatory Selection, Mandatory
Execution, Ordered Execution, and Parallel/Exclusive Execution.
4.1.1

Mandatory Between

The mandatory between constraint gives the option of marking nodes within
a template in such a way that they must occur between two other nodes.
Since mandatory between is used solely as a building block for other constraints, it does not have a corresponding graphical element. Mandatory between constrains the process using the CT L+ formula b ⇒ E([¬e U s] ∧ F e),
14

Figure 7: PVDI Graphical Elements.
meaning that at the begin node (b) there exists (E) a path for which we do
not (¬) encounter the end node (e) until (U ) we encounter the marked node
(s) and (∧) where we finally (F ) encounter the end node (e). In other words,
at b there is a path for which s comes before e. When a group is used instead
of a single node, one of the nodes in the group must be encountered between
b and e instead.
Definition 4.1 (Mandatory Between). The mandatory between is a constraint α(b, e, s) = (b ⇒ E([¬e U s] ∧ F e)).
4.1.2

Always Between

The always between constraint gives the option of marking nodes within a
template in such a way that they must always occur in every path between
two other nodes. Just like mandatory between, always between is used solely
as a building block for other constraints, and therefore does not have a corresponding graphical element. Always between constrains the process using
the CT L+ formula b ⇒ A([¬e U s] ∧ F e), meaning that at the begin node
(b) for all (A) paths we do not (¬) encounter the end node (e) until (U )
we encounter the marked node (s) and (∧) we finally (F ) encounter the end
node (e). In other words, for all paths from b, s comes before e. When a
group is used instead of a single node, one of the nodes in the group must
always be encountered between b and e instead.
Definition 4.2 (Always Between). The always between is a constraint β(b, e, s) =
(b ⇒ A([¬e U s] ∧ F e)).
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4.1.3

Not Between

The not between constraint gives the option of marking nodes within a template in such a way that they must never occur in any path between two other
nodes. Just like the others, not between is used solely as a building block
for other constraints, and therefore does not have a corresponding graphical element. Not between constrains the process using the CT L+ formula
b ⇒ A[¬s U e], meaning that at the begin node (b) for all (A) paths we
do not (¬) encounter the marked node (s) until (U ) we encounter the end
node (e). In other words, for all paths from b, we do not encounter s before
e. When a group is used instead of a single node, none of the nodes in the
group may be encountered between b and e instead.
Definition 4.3 (Not Between). The not between is a constraint γ(b, e, s) =
(b ⇒ A([¬s U e] ∨ G¬e)).
4.1.4

Mandatory Selection

The mandatory selection constraint gives the option of marking nodes within
a template in such a way that they must be selected for use in a variant. Any
node which is not marked as mandatory is therefore considered to be optional.
Definition 4.4 (Mandatory Selection). A mandatory selection is a constraint φ(s) such that φ(s) = α( , ⊗, s), as described in Definition 4.1.
A mandatory selection consists of the mandatory between where the start
and end ⊗ events are used as the begin and end nodes of the mandatory
between. As a result, the marked node must at least occur in one path
between start and end events. In case a group is used instead of a single
node, a disjunction is formed between the nodes within the group as defined
in Definition 3.6, resulting in at least one of these nodes to occur within
a path between the start and end events. The graphical representation of
the mandatory selection element can be seen in Figure 7 as B, E, and the
activities within group G. An example can be seen in Figure 3 where the
application activity is marked as mandatory, and the indication and decision
activities are marked as mandatory within their group.
4.1.5

Mandatory Inclusion

The mandatory inclusion element allows us to mark a node within a template
as mandatory for execution path in every run–time instance of every variant.
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In other words, every path must contain the marked node such that any
execution path taken in a run–time instance of the variant encounters the
marked node.
Definition 4.5 (Mandatory Inclusion). The mandatory inclusion is a constraint φ(s) such that φ(s) = β( , ⊗, s), as described in Definition 4.2.
A mandatory inclusion consists of the always between where the start
and end ⊗ events are used as the begin and end nodes of the always between.
As a result, all paths between the start and end events must include the
marked node. When a group is used instead of a single node, at least one of
the nodes in the group must occur in each path. Mandatory inclusion can
thus be seen as a stricter version of mandatory selection (Definition 4.4). The
graphical representation of the mandatory execution element can be seen in
Figure 7 as A.
4.1.6

Ordered Execution

The ordered execution element allows to define the order of nodes in the
template when used in the paths of the variants. An ordered execution is a
relation between two nodes p ∈ S and q ∈ S stating the relative order of the
two nodes in one or all execution paths. Groups of nodes may be used for both
p and q, in which case every element within p must, or must not, be followed
by any element within q. Note that neither p nor q becomes mandatory
through the ordered execution. However, when p is included q could become
mandatory as a result. The graphical representation of the ordered execution
elements can be seen as flows at the bottom of Figure 7. Here, ordered
execution is described over two dimensions; path and distance. The rows
relate to the temporal dimensions; F (Finally) and X (neXt), which require
the linked elements to either follow each other eventually or immediately.
The first two columns relate to the paths; E (there Exists a path) and A (for
All paths), which require the linked elements to follow each other in either a
path or all paths respectively. The third column represents a negation of two
of these flows. Note that the negation of an ordered execution representing
F results in the use of a G (Globally) instead for desired result. In Table 1,
the corresponding CT L+ formulas are displayed for each of the mentioned
constraints. Here, the rows correspond to the CT L path quantifiers, and
the columns to the CT L state quantifiers plus the optional negation. The
formulas in the first row define a relation between p and q where q should
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Finally follow p in all paths, a path, no path, and not a path respectively.
The second row defines the same relations but only for the neXt node instead.
Examples of these can be seen in Figure 3 where a number of Finally Exists
and Finally All flows were used.
Definition 4.6 (Ordered Execution). An ordered execution is a constraint
φ(p, q, Ω, Π) = (p ⇒ ΩΠq), with:
• p, q are nodes s ∈ S or non-overlapping groups;
• Ω ∈ {A, E} is a state quantifier;
• Π ∈ {X, ¬X, F, ¬F } is a path quantifier.
Ω\Π
A
E

X
p ⇒ AXq
p ⇒ EXq

¬X
p ⇒ AX¬q
p ⇒ EX¬q

F
p ⇒ AF q
p ⇒ EF q

¬F
p ⇒ AG¬q
p ⇒ EG¬q

Table 1: Possible Ordered Executions

4.1.7

Parallel/Exclusive Execution

The parallel/exclusive execution element allows to enforce the non occurrence
in the same path of two nodes. Parallel/exclusive execution constrains the
process in such a way that from the two nodes p ∈ S and q ∈ S all paths (A)
globally (G) may not encounter the other node. The result is that only one
of the nodes p and q may be selected for use within a variant, or that they
both must be preceded by a xor– or and–gate.
Definition 4.7 (Parallel/Exclusive execution). A parallel/exclusive execution is a constraint φ(p, q) = (p ⇒ AG¬q) ∧ (q ⇒ AG¬p), where p, q are
distinct nodes s ∈ S or non-overlapping groups.
Note that any required precedence of a specific gate should be constrained
by other means (ordered execution). When groups are used for p and/or q
instead of a single node, every node within p must not be followed by any node
within q and vice versa. The graphical representation of the parallel/exclusive
execution element can be seen as a flow at the bottom right of Figure 7. An
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example of the parallel/exclusive execution can be seen in Figure 3 where
it is used to require two different paths between the advice activity and the
add application activity.

4.2

Imperative Techniques

Imperative techniques differ from declarative techniques by allowing no variations except for those which are specified beforehand. Because of this, imperative techniques are considered less flexible, but allow for an easy to use
straightforward design process for variants. Given the nature of these techniques, we provide first two “areas” representing imperative specifications
and then present several modifications, which change the flexibility of these
areas in order to allow for variation points, that is, elements of a business
process where change may occur to support imperative variability [3].
4.2.1

Closed Area

A closed area constrains the selected area in such a way that every node
becomes mandatory to select (Definition 4.4) and no nodes other than those
already in the area may be introduced to it. Closed areas allow exactly one
incoming and exactly one outgoing flow to and from it.
Definition 4.8 (Closed Area). A closed area C over a group G is a set of
constraints built over the set of activities GA = {a1 , a2 , . . . an } of the group
G and two dedicated start C and end ⊗C nodes of the group. The set of
constraints consists of the following:
• Mandatory between constraints α(
activity ai ∈ GA ;

C , ⊗C , ai )

(Definition 4.1) for each

• For the group G−1
A = S \ GA :
– G−1
A ⇒ ¬EX(a1 ∨ a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an ∨ ⊗C );
– (a1 ∨ a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an ∨

C)

⇒ ¬EXG−1
A ;

• A closed constraint described by the CT L+ formula C ⇒ A[( ∨ a1 ∨
a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an ) W ⊗C ], where a1 , a2 , . . . an are members of the set GA .
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4.2.2

Frozen Area

Frozen areas specify areas in a template which may not be altered when
designing variants unless specifically allowed. A frozen area constrains a
part of a template in such a way that every node becomes mandatory to
select (Definition 4.4) and that every path from every node allows for no
variation until the exit of the area. Effectively, every path between its start
and end is “frozen” and may not be changed. A frozen area is defined over
a group (Definition 3.6) which may be used as such with regard to any other
techniques described in this paper. The graphical representation of the frozen
area can be seen in Figure 7 as D. An example of a frozen area can be seen in
Figure 3 where it is used to limit variability in the decision making process.
Definition 4.9 (Frozen area). A frozen area F over a group G is a set of
constraints built over the set of activities GA = {a1 , a2 , . . . an } of the group
G and two dedicated start F and end ⊗F events of the group. The set of
constraints consists of the following:
• Mandatory between constraints α(
activity ai ∈ GA ;

F , ⊗F , ai )

(Definition 4.1) for each

• For the group G−1
A = S \ GA :
– G−1
A ⇒ ¬EX(a1 ∨ a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an ∨ ⊗F );
– (a1 ∨ a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an ∨

F)

⇒ ¬EXG−1
A ;
n(i)

• Path constraints described by the CT L+ formula ai ⇒ A(πi1 ∨. . .∨πi
for each activity ai ∈ GA ∪ { F }, where:

)

– each of the sub–formulas πij corresponds to a single path pji leading
from the activity ai to the end of the group ⊗F . There are as many
sub–formulas πij as there are distinct paths leading from ai to the
end;
– for each of such paths pji = {ai , pj1 , . . . pjk , ⊗F }, the corresponding
sub–formula πij is described by: πij = [(ai ∨ pj1 ∨ . . . ∨ pjk ) W ⊗F ] ∧
[F pj1 ] ∧ . . . ∧ [F pjk ];
– for the case of a simple path pji = {ai , ⊗F }, the sub–formula πij is
reduced to πij = X ⊗F .
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a ⇒ A([(a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) W ⊗]∧ [F b] ∧
[F c] ∧ [F d])∨
([(a ∨ b ∨ e ∨ f ) W ⊗]∧ [F b] ∧ [F e] ∧
[F f ])

As-

sume the process illustrated above is encoded as a set of CT L+ formulas. The
formulas for , a, b are the longest because there exist two possible paths from
them to ⊗. Therefore, according to Definition 4.9, the formula splits into two
pieces, one for each path. Consider the upper branch of the process, and the
path p1a = {a, b, c, d, ⊗F }. The formula πa1 for that path is therefore the following: [(a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) W ⊗F ] ∧ [F b] ∧ [F c] ∧ [F d]. The same applies to
the bottom branch. The resulting path–preserving formula for the activity a
is illustrated in the figure above.
4.2.3

Optional Nodes

Allowing nodes to be optional is a modification of the definition of a frozen
(Definition 4.9) area which allows for the removal of otherwise mandatory
(Definition 4.4) nodes constrained by an area. Allowing for optional nodes
modifies the constraints of the area in such a way that the affected nodes are
no longer mandatory to select or may be bypassed within the area and thus
become optional. The graphical representation of the optional nodes within
a area can be seen in Figure 7 at H and I. An example of optional nodes can
be seen in Figure 3 where both the decision check by a colleague and the
gate are marked as being optional.
Modification 1 (Allow for Optional Node). Allowing for an optional node
s is accomplished through the following modifications on the constraints:
• The mandatory selection constraint φ(
activity s is removed;

F , ⊗F , s)

corresponding to the

• All of the path sub–formulas πij are modified in the following way: if
the clause [F s] is a part of the formula πij , then that clause is removed
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from the formula πij .
4.2.4

Inserting Nodes

Allow node insertion is a modification of the constraints of a frozen area (Definition 4.9) which allows for the insertion of nodes at specific spots within a
path constrained by a frozen area. The graphical representation of the option
to insert nodes at spots within a frozen area can be seen in Figure 7 as the arrow at F. An example of the possibility to insert nodes can be seen in Figure 3
where a point within the path is left for the supervisor decision check activity.
Modification 2 (Allow Node Insertion).
Allowing for the insertion of
a node in a certain spot which lies between the activities at and at+1 is
accomplished with the following modifications:
• for all paths pji = {ai , ai+1 . . . at , at+1 , . . . ⊗F } which contain both at
and at+1 , the corresponding path formula πij is modified in the following
way:
• πij = [(ai ∨ ai+1 ∨ . . . ∨ at ) W AF ψ] ∧ [F ai+1 ] . . . ∧ [F at ], where ψ
is the path–preserving formula for the activity at+1 according to the
definition of frozen area (Definition 4.9);
• note that the formula ψ may be in turn modified because of the existence of more places which allow for node insertion.
4.2.5

Moving Nodes

Allow node movement is a modification of the constraints of a frozen area
(Definition 4.9) which allows a node to be moved within that area. Note
that allowing a node to be moved does not automatically mean that it has
a place to be moved to. Nor does it make the node optional. The graphical
representation of the option to move nodes within a frozen area can be seen
in Figure 7 at H. An example of a movable node can be seen in Figure 3
where the notification activity is marked as being movable within the group
it is contained. An extra ordered execution flow (Definition 4.6) is however
added to ensure it always following the decision activity.
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Modification 3 (Allow Node Movement). Allowing for the moving of a
node s is accomplished with the following modifications: the path–preserving
formula for the node s of the type s ⇒ φ is removed.
4.2.6

Replacing Nodes

Allow node replacement is a modification of the constraints of a frozen area
(Definition 4.9) which allows the choice to include one of several nodes at
a certain point in a path of a frozen area. The graphical representation of
the option to replace nodes within a frozen area can be seen in Figure 7 at G.
Modification 4 (Allow Node Replacement). Allowing for the replacement of
node s0j with nodes s1j , . . . , sij in a path is accomplished through the following
modification of mandatory and path–preserving constraints:
• Replace every occurrence of s0j in every constraint with the following
clause: (s0j ∨ s1j ∨ . . . ∨ sij ).
4.2.7

Swapping Nodes

Allow node swapping is a modification of the constraints of a frozen area
(Definition 4.9) which allows the choice to swap certain nodes. Allowing for
the swapping of nodes sj and si modifies the frozen area in the same way as
allowing for their replacement (Modification 4.2.6). However, in the case of
swapping nodes the mandatory selection (Definition 4.4) is not altered. The
graphical representation of the option to swap nodes within a frozen group
is the same as the replacement of nodes and can be seen in Figure 7 at G.
Modification 5 (Allow Node Swapping).
Allowing for the swapping of
nodes sj and si is accomplished through the modification of Π in Definition 4.9 with the following:
• Allow for node replacement with sj and si at nodes sj and si as described by Modification 4.2.6, but modify the path constraints only.

5

Constraint Relations

So far we have introduced constraints as CT L+ implications. Although these
offer a considerable amount of expressivity for variability, we need more com23

plex constructions to capture other important variability functionality. COVAMOF for example allows relations between different variation points at
different levels of abstraction. These so called realization relations “specify
rules that determine which variants or values at variation points at lower
levels should be selected in order to realize the choice at variation points at
higher levels” [2]. Although PVDI does not feature variation points, a similar
mechanism is supported in the form of Constraint Relations. A constraint
relation is a constraint which forms a zeroth–order logic formula over two
other constraints, that is, a formula without quantifiers. In [19] a number of selection constraints were defined that are ideal to include in PVDI
through constraint relations. Next, we redefine these selection constraints
taken from [19], the prerequisite, exclusion, substitutions, corequisite, and
exclusive-choice as constraint relations.

Figure 8: PVDI Graphical Elements for Variation Relations.

5.1

Prerequisite

The prerequisite constraint relation defines an affiliation between two nodes
regarding their inclusion, but without any requirements on ordering. The
prerequisite relation constrains the process in such a way that if p is included
q must be included as well. When a group is used for p or q, then when at
least one node from p is included, at least one node from q must be included
as well. The graphical representation of the prerequisite relation can be seen
in Figure 8 at the top left.
Definition 5.1 (Prerequisite). A prerequisite constraint φ(p, q) = (α( , ⊗, p) ⇒
α( , ⊗, q)), as described in Definition 4.1, with p, q being different nodes
s ∈ S or non overlapping groups.

5.2

Exclusion

The exclusion constraint relation defines an affiliation between two nodes
regarding the exclusion of one of them. The exclusion relation constrains the
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process in such a way that if p is included q must not be included. When a
group is used for p or q, then when at least one node from p is included, no
node from q may be included. The graphical representation of the exclusion
relation can be seen in Figure 8 at the bottom left.
Definition 5.2 (Exclusion). An exclusion constraint φ(p, q) = (α( , ⊗, p) ⇒
γ( , ⊗, q)), as described in Definition 4.1 and Definition 4.3, with p, q being
different nodes s ∈ S or non overlapping groups.

5.3

Substitution

The substitution constraint relation defines an affiliation between two nodes
regarding their substitution. The substitution relation constrains the process
in such a way that if p is not included q must be included instead. When
a group is used for p or q, then when no node from p is included, at least
one node from q must be included. The graphical representation of the
substitution relation can be seen in Figure 8 at the bottom in the middle.
Definition 5.3 (Substitution). A substitution constraint
φ(p, q) = (γ( , ⊗, p) ⇒ α( , ⊗, q)), as described in Definition 4.1 and Definition 4.3, with p, q being different nodes s ∈ S or non overlapping groups.

5.4

Corequisite

The corequisite constraint relation defines an affiliation between two nodes
regarding their inclusion. The corequisite relation constrains the process
in such a way that if p is included q must be included as well, and vice
versa. When a group is used for p or q, then when at least one node from
p is included, at least one node from q must be included as well, and vice
versa. The graphical representation of the corequisite relation can be seen in
Figure 8 at the top right.
Definition 5.4 (Corequisite). A corequisite constraint φ(p, q) = ψ(p, q) ∧
ψ(q, p), where ψ is the prerequisite constraint (Definition 5.1) and p, q are
different nodes s ∈ S or non overlapping groups.

5.5

Exclusive–Choice

The exclusive–choice constraint relation defines an affiliation between two
nodes regarding their inclusion and exclusion. The exclusive–choice relation
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constrains the process in such a way that if p is included q must not be
included, and vice versa. When a group is used for p or q, then when at least
one node from p is included, no node from q may be included, and vice versa.
The graphical representation of the exclusive–choice relation can be seen in
Figure 8 at the bottom right.
Definition 5.5 (Exclusive–Choice). An exclusive–choice constraint φ(p, q) =
ψ(p, q) ∧ ψ(q, p), where ψ is the exclusion constraint (Definition 5.2) and p, q
are different nodes s ∈ S or non overlapping groups.

6

Process Healthiness

There are a number of possible metrics to verify if a business process model
is healthy or not. In [12] three main characteristics of a healthy, or sound,
processes are mentioned. Namely, the (weak) option to complete, proper
completion, and the absence of “dead” transitions. In PVDI, those characteristics are ensured through the help of the healthiness constraint.
Definition 6.1 (Healthiness). The healthiness is a constraint
φ(s) = α( , ⊗, s), as described in Definition 4.1.
The healthiness constraint disallows dead–ends and ensures that all nodes
are reachable at the same time (Definition 6.1). It consists of a mandatory
between where the start and end ⊗ events are used as the begin and end
nodes of the mandatory between. In contrast with the constraints discussed
in previous sections, which are generated from the template before modeling a
variant, the constraints described in this section are generated after modeling
a variant and directly prior to validation. Although the constraint seems
equal to the mandatory selection (Definition 4.4), the difference in the time
of generation allows for different uses. A process (Definition 3.1) is considered
healthy when all healthiness constraints have been evaluated to true at all
nodes of the process.
Definition 6.2 (Healthy Process). A process P is healthy iff ∀s ∈ Sp the
healthiness constraint φ(s) is valid at every node s ∈ SP of the process.
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7

Variant Validation

Processes are required to be validated after derivation from a template. A
process is valid with respect to a template if it is healthy (Definition 6.2) and
if it is a variant (Definition 3.5) of this template.
Definition 7.1 (Valid Process). A process P is valid with respect to a template R iff it is a variant of R and is healthy.
As specified in Definition 3.5, a process P is a variant of a template R
if the set of constraints ΦR is valid for P . The same is true for healthiness
(Definition 6.2), P is healthy if the set of healthiness constraints ΦH is valid
for P . In turn, according to Definition 3.3, these constraints are valid if
∀s ∈ SP : M, s |= ΦR ∪ ΦH . As such, validation entails that the process is
evaluated against these sets of constraints. We are therefore in need of an
algorithm which valuates every constraint for the model M.

7.1

Model Conversion

Model checking is a technique used to automatically verify models against
a given specification. In classical model checking (e.g., [13]), a model is defined as a finite state machine, and is checked against a set of formulas of
propositional or modal logic. In case of PVDI, a process, which is defined
as a directed graph (Definition 3.1), is validated against a set of constraints
expressed as CT L+ logic formulas. We therefore employ model checking
techniques when verifying variants [14]. A variant is defined as a process
P = hS, T i for which all constraints are valid. A CT L model M = hS, T, Li
consists of a set of states S, a set of transitions T , and a valuation function L [9,11,14]. In order to get the corresponding model M of P , we map S
and T such that loops are mapped once, but infinite traversals of loops are
avoided. Since we evaluate business processes which at most might be long
living, but never infinite, any path, being a sequence (s0 , s1 , . . .) of states
such that (si , si+1 ) ∈ T , can therefore only be finite. And lastly, to define
the labeling function L we use natural valuation, that is, for each node s ∈ S
of the process we define a dedicated variable which evaluates true at that
node only. For ease of reference, we name this variable the exact same as
the node itself. Individual CT L+ constraints are evaluated on the model M
using state space enumeration. Then, a constraint φ is valid for the process
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P iff ∀s ∈ S : M, s |= φ, where M is the corresponding model of P (Definition 3.3). Now we specified a model, an algorithm supporting CT L+ model
checking for directed graphs using natural valuation is required.

7.2

Validation Algorithm

Although many model checkers exist, we specified a simple search algorithm
using state space enumeration to test the feasibility of model checking business processes. In doing so, we did tailor the algorithm for the specific use
of business processes with finite paths. But, although the results are positive, we are certain that great advances in computation time can be achieved
through the introduction of a more efficient algorithm. The validation algorithm is also a part of our full–featured demo, which supports the visual
modeling of business process templates and the validation of the variants [15].
The validation algorithm is implemented through a package containing
classes with a one-to-one mapping of the CT L+ symbols described in Appendix A. As a result, any correct CT L+ formula is supported by the algorithm, enabling easy extensibility of the set of constraints described earlier.
The core algorithm consists of
• StateQuantifiers;
– All, Exists;
– Implies, Proposition;
– Or, And, Negation.

• PathQuantifiers;
– Next, Finally, Globally, Until, Unless;
– Or, And, Negation.

The StateQuantifiers All and Exists take a single PathQuantifier as argument. Implies takes two StateQuantifiers as arguments, and Proposition
—which here resembles an atomic formula— takes a node or node type as argument. The PathQuantifiers Next, Finally, and Globally take a single StateQuantifier as argument, whereas Until and Unless take two. The quantifiers
Or, And, and Negation take their own type as input only. Through these specific interactions tree-like constructions representing only correct CT L+ formulas can be formed. As an example, the CT L+ formula p ⇒ A[qU r] would
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be constructed like so Implies(P roposition(p), All(U ntil(P roposition(q),
P roposition(r)))).
Both StateQuantifiers and PathQuantifiers implement validate methods
which move through a process tree employing the validate methods of its children until a correctness decision is reached. We discuss the validate methods
of the non-trivial core elements. To increase readability, these methods lack
those lines and arguments used for optimization and a number of safeguards,
but remain the same otherwise.
Listing 1: Validate Method of the StateQuantifier All
public boolean v a l i d a t e (CTLNode e ) {
I t e r a t o r <L i s t <CTLNode>> p a t h s =
CTLUtil . getAllPathsFromNode ( e ) . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
boolean r e t = p a t h s . hasNext ( ) ;
while ( p a t h s . hasNext ( ) && r e t )
r e t = q . v a l i d a t e ( p a t h s . next ( ) ) ;
return r e t ;
}

Listing 1 illustrates the validate method for the All StateQuantifier. The
validate method takes a node e of the process tree as input. It then requests
all paths from this node e and initializes its variables. In such a case that
there are no paths returned the method returns false. However, in practice
the paths returned will always include the CTLNode e as its first element
and therefore should never be empty. For all paths, the validate method of
the PathQuantifier child element q is called until one returns false. When all
paths return positively, return true, and false otherwise.
Listing 2: Validate Method of the StateQuantifier Exists
public boolean v a l i d a t e (CTLNode e ) {
I t e r a t o r <L i s t <CTLNode>> p a t h s =
CTLUtil . getAllPathsFromNode ( e ) . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
boolean r e t = f a l s e ;
while ( p a t h s . hasNext ( ) && ! r e t )
r e t = q . v a l i d a t e ( p a t h s . next ( ) ) ;
return r e t ;
}
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Listing 2 illustrates the validation method for the Exists StateQuantifier. The validate method operates in the same manner as that of the All
StateQuantifier, but returns true as soon as one path returns true.
Listing 3: Validate Method of the PathQuantifier Next
public boolean v a l i d a t e ( L i s t <CTLNode> path ) {
return path . s i z e ( ) > 1 && p . v a l i d a t e ( path . g e t ( 1 ) ) ;
}

Listing 3 illustrates the validate method for the Next PathQuantifier.
The validate method receives a path as input, checks if a next element exists,
calls the validate method of its StateQuantifier child element p for that next
element, and returns the result.
Listing 4: Validate Method of the PathQuantifier Finally
public boolean v a l i d a t e ( L i s t <CTLNode> path ) {
boolean r e t = f a l s e ;
I t e r a t o r <CTLNode> p a t h I t = path . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
while ( p a t h I t . hasNext ( ) && ! r e t )
r e t = p . v a l i d a t e ( p a t h I t . next ( ) ) ;
return r e t ;
}

Listing 5: Validate Method of the PathQuantifier Globally
public boolean v a l i d a t e ( L i s t <CTLNode> path ) {
I t e r a t o r <CTLNode> p a t h I t = path . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
CTLNode n = null ;
boolean r e t = p a t h I t . hasNext ( ) ;
while ( p a t h I t . hasNext ( ) && r e t ) {
n = p a t h I t . next ( ) ;
i f ( ! ( n instanceof CTLLoopNode ) )
ret = p . validate (n ) ;
}
return r e t ;
}

Listing 4 illustrates the validate method for the Finally PathQuantifier.
The validate method receives a path as input, and initializes its variables. It
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then loops through the path and calls the validate method of its StateQuantifier child element p for each element until a positive result is returned. In
this case the loop is interrupted and true is returned immediately. In case
the end of the path is reached without a positive result false is returned. The
validate method for the Globally PathQuantifier is depicted in Listing 5. It
operates very much in the same way as the Finally PathQuantifier, except
that it requires a positive result allong the entire path for a return of true.
In cases where a loop is detected at the end of a path, p holds globally for
the infinite loop and true is returned.
Listing 6 illustrates the validation method for the Until PathQuantifier.
Only the Until PathQuantifier is discussed here as the Unless PathQuantifier
is very similar. The validate method of the Until requires the StateQuantifier
child element p to hold in the path until StateQuantifier child element q holds.
After initializing its variables, the validate method loops through the path
and calls the validate methods of both p and q. While the validate method of
p returns positively, it continues looping through the path. When the validate
methods of both p and q do not return positively, the loop is interrupted and
false is returned. In case the validate method of q returns positively, and the
validate method of p has returned positively so far, the loop is interrupted
and true is returned. In all other cases false is returned.
Listing 6: Validate Method of the PathQuantifier Until
public boolean v a l i d a t e ( L i s t <CTLNode> path ) {
I t e r a t o r <CTLNode> p a t h I t = path . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
CTLNode n = null ;
boolean r e t = f a l s e ;
boolean ok = p a t h I t . hasNext ( ) ;
while ( p a t h I t . hasNext ( ) && ! r e t && ok ) {
n = p a t h I t . next ( ) ;
i f ( ! ( n instanceof CTLLoopNode ) ) {
ok = p . v a l i d a t e ( n ) ;
ret = q . validate (n ) ;
}
}
return r e t ;
}

Finally, the proposition StateQuantifier is an abstract entity and is therefore not listed here. Instead several child elements of this quantifier exist.
The most common of these is one which validates if an element in the pro31

cess tree is located at the current node in the path. Others, for example,
validate if the current node in the path is a start or an end ⊗ event. Using
combinations of the elements discussed here, any correct CT L+ formula can
be formulated and validated. And, as a result, the set of constraints and
formulas discussed earlier can be easily extended upon due to the modular
design of the validation algorithm.

7.3

Performance

A performance test of the validation algorithm was conducted using a machine with an Intel Core i7 950 at 3.07GHz, 6GB RAM (3×2GB Triple
Channel), and an Intel SSD SA2M080G2GC running Windows 7 SP1 (64bit) and Java 6 update 23 (64-bit). The performance test consisted of the
evaluation of three different business processes consisting of 13 to 20 nodes,
15 to 21 transitions, and up to 1 frozen area. Each evaluation consists of
the valuation of the in the business process embedded constraints, including
soundness constraints, at every node. The number of constraints ranged from
18 to 28, where each frozen area counts as one constraint. Since frozen areas
consist of a large number of constraints, the number of constraints for the
two processes containing a frozen group was actually much higher. Table 2
contains the results of the constraint valuation performance test conducted
with the VxBPMN tool. Every valuation was run one thousand times in order to get a fair average reading and took between 599 and 3525 milliseconds
for all thousand runs. On average each individual process valuation took 3.5
milliseconds for test 1, 1.5 milliseconds for test 2, and 0.6 milliseconds for
test 3. Although on first sight test 2 and 3 seem quite similar–except for
the two constraint violations–, the difference of 1 millisecond can actually
be explained by the difference in complexity of the process, which included
a number of loops, and therefore included a much higher amount of paths.
When looking at the average time required to valuate a single constraint,
we notice that the slowest times occur at test 1 with 3525ms/1000/18 = 0.2
milliseconds per constraint. The test with the lowest amount of nodes, transitions, frozen areas, and constraints therefore resulted in on the average the
slowest valuation times per individual constraint. Test 1, however, included
a high amount of paths due to a set of branches within a loop. From this we
speculate that valuation performance scales well with regard to the amount of
nodes and transitions included in variants, but less with complicated looping
constructs.
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#
1
2
3

Time (ms)
Total Avg
3525
3.5
1511
1.5
599
0.6

Nodes
13
18
20

Model
Flows Frozen
15
0
21
1
20
1

Constraints
Total Faults
18
0
28
0
26
2

Table 2: Constraint valuation performance

8

Variant Design: An Example

The design of variants in PVDI is naturally eased by the PVDI graphical
elements. Every element introduced in the previous sections guides the design towards a set of possible variants. Take for example the PVDI template
depicted in Figure 9. This template specifies a simple room reservation process including three different rooms: practical labs, classrooms, and meeting
rooms. Because the three rooms are grouped, and an ordered execution constraint specifies that the start element must be followed by the group, at least
one type of room must be included, but more than one may be included. The
group is then followed by a frozen area consisting of four activities: lock table, view rooms, reserve room, and error. Of these, two are mandatory to
select, and two (lock and error) are allowed to be removed. However, by
using an exclusive–choice constraint relation we specify that at least one of
the two optional activities must be included. In this way, we force either a
lock table before reserving mechanism, or a first come first serve mechanism
including a success/error report in case of failure when the room was already
reserved by another.
Activity
Start
End
Practical Lab
Classroom
Meeting room
Group start

Variable
s
e
pr
cr
mr
sg

Activity
Group end
Lock
View Rooms
Reserve Rooms
Check Error

Variable
eg
lo
vr
rr
ce

Table 3: PVDI Room Reservation Elements.
Once a template is created, its PVDI elements are automatically con33

Figure 9: PVDI Room Reservation Template.
verted by the tool to a set of CT L+ constraints as described in sections 4
and 5. The following constraints are generated from the PVDI template depicted in Figure 9. We use shorthand notations for each element, the meaning
of which can be found in Table 3. Each line represents a single constraint.
Lines 1 and 2 represent the flowconstraints leading to and from the group
respectively. Lines 3 to 7 represent the pathing constraints for the frozen
area. Lines 8 and 9 include the mandatory constraints for the two mandatory nodes in the area, and lines 10 and 11 list the restrictions on entering
and exiting the area through only its start and end nodes. Finally, line 12
lists the exclusive–choice constraint. Note that the healthiness constraints
are generated at a later point in the process, and are therefore not included
here.
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s ⇒ AF (pr ∨ cr ∨ mr)

(1)

(pr ∨ cr ∨ mr) ⇒ AF (sg ∨ lo ∨ vr ∨ rr ∨ rr ∨ ce ∨ eg )

(2)

sg ⇒ A([(sg ∨ lo ∨ vr ∨ rr ∨ ce)W eg ] ∧ F vr ∧ F rr)

(3)

lo ⇒ A([(lo ∨ vr ∨ rr ∨ ce)W eg ] ∧ F vr ∧ F rr)

(4)

vr ⇒ A([(vr ∨ rr ∨ ce)W eg ] ∧ F rr)

(5)

rr ⇒ A[(rr ∨ cc)W eg ]

(6)

ce ⇒ A[(ce)W eg ]

(7)

sg ⇒ E([¬eg U vr] ∧ F eg )

(8)

sg ⇒ E([¬eg U rr] ∧ F eg )

(9)

[s ∨ e ∨ pr ∨ cr ∨ mr] ⇒ ¬EX[lo ∨ vr ∨ rr ∨ ce ∨ eg ]

(10)

[sg ∨ lo ∨ vr ∨ rr ∨ ce] ⇒ ¬EX[s ∨ e ∨ pr ∨ cr ∨ mr]

(11)

[α(s, e, lo) ⇒ γ(s, e, ce)] ∧ [α(s, e, ce) ⇒ γ(s, e, lo)]

(12)

Next, variants are designed using the template. An example of a valid
business process variant is shown in Figure 10. There a practical lab is chosen
and an exclusive–lock mechanism is used to avoid any collisions.
Figure 11 shows an erroneous example. Two PVDI elements are being
highlighted by the tool, which indicates that their related formulas are being
violated. First, none of three predefined room types is used, resulting in
a violation of the constraint at line 1. Second, the frozen area structure
is corrupted since the activity “Check Error” is placed before the activity
“View Rooms”, resulting in a violation of the constraint at line 7.

Figure 10: A Valid Variant of Room Reservation Process.
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Figure 11: An Example of Invalid Variant for Room Reservation Process.

9

Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed PVDI, we compare it with the more common imperative techniques on the grounds of expressive power and complexity of design.
Given that there are no metrics or benchmarks available, we therefore begin by providing a framework for evaluation. For defining the boundaries of
the comparison, we give a definition of both the imperative variability and
the declarative PVDI variability. We then define several template properties
which we use to identify expressive power features. And finally, we explore
the difference in complexity, intended as the number of variants that can be
described compactly with one approach.

9.1

The Imperative Case

Imperative process specifications focus on a specific process definition by using transitions to prescribe the order of node traversal [16]. These structural
variations adapt a process by applying a list of atomic operations in a specific order to the business process. Such operations for example include the
replacement of an activity by another one, the addition of a flow, or the removal of a process fragment [3, 17]. Since different structural variations can
contradict each other, it is necessary to specify which structural variations
may or may not be applied together using variation relations. We call the
combination of these two mechanisms variation points.
An example of a variation point is illustrated in Figure 14d. The up36

per branch contains two hexagonal tokens signifying a variation point where
either activity “C” or activity “D” may be included.
Definition 9.1 (Imperative Template). An imperative template R is a tuple
hP, V P i where P is a process and V P is a set of variation points.
When one or more structural variations are selected from the template,
the resulting process is called a variant. A variant may only contain structural variations as allowed by the variation relations of the different variation points in the template. A process containing combinations of structural
variations not allowed by the variation relations is therefore not a variant.
Imperative variability is the ability to produce a variant V by selecting a set
of structural variations from a template.

9.2

The Declarative PVDI Case

Declarative process specifications define relations between tasks in the form
of constraints, allowing any paths as long as these constraints are not violated [16]. PVDI is based on this approach, but with one important difference. Instead of interpreting constraints on the state space of the process
graph, PVDI evaluates them on the graph itself. We use the PVDI definitions
for constraints, templates, and variants as provided in Section 3 to evaluate
the declarative expressive power of PVDI and to then compare it with the
imperative case. Declarative variability as used by PVDI is the ability to
produce multiple non-bisimilar variants from a template R for which every
constraint φ ∈ RΦ evaluates to true at every node si ∈ vS of every variant
v. Non-bisimilar variants consist of those variants which do not effectively
simulate each others behavior and thus offer unique process flows [18].

9.3

Expressive Power

Templates are used in both variability techniques to capture a process plus
the available variability. Given that we are interested in comparing the two
approaches, we preliminary define the property of being finite and closed of
a template.
Definition 9.2 (Finite and Closed Templates). A template R is finite iff
it has only finitely many variants. It is closed iff the set of nodes of every
variant of R is contained in the set of nodes of R.
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Figure 12: High variable imperative solution.
The second property describes closed templates. A template is closed if
and only if for all possible variants based on that template, the set of nodes
is a subset of the set of nodes in the template. In other words, no new node
can be introduced to variants. This entails that any template which is closed
is also finite, and thus offers only a limited and very specific set of variants
as the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1. Any template R that is closed is also finite.
Proof. A closed template R produces a set of variants V such that ∀v ∈ V :
vS ⊆ RS . Since |RS | ∈ N , disregarding constraints, only a limited number
of transitions VT can be drawn between the nodes in RS . Meaning |VT | ∈ N .
It follows that |V | ∈ N , and from the definition that R is finite.
Imperative variability is expressed through templates which include variation points. The expressive power of imperative variability is therefore directly connected to the template itself and the available set of atomic operations [3, 17]. Theorem 9.2 shows that imperative templates are both closed
and finite. As a result, all variability offered through imperative templates
must be specifically designed and prescribed within the template.
Theorem 9.2. All imperative templates are closed and finite.
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Proof. An imperative template R consist of a set of nodes RS , transitions
RT , and a set of variation points RV P . An imperative variant V consists of
an imperative template VR and a subset of structural variations SV ⊆ V PSV
chosen from those in the variation points of the template VRV P . Therefore,
all nodes in variants VS ⊆ RS . From the definition it follows that R is closed,
and from Theorem 9.1 it follows that R is finite.
Imperative variability frameworks however do sometimes include techniques which increase the expressive power of the framework, allowing for
non-closed and non-finite templates. A common example is the so–called
placeholder node. A placeholder is a place in a template which may or may
not be used to include a new node. In PVDI terms it may be described as
p ⇒ (AXq ∨ AXAXq), where the placeholder is preceded by p and followed
by q. As a result, a template including such placeholders becomes not closed,
nor finite, and thus more expressive. Other frameworks allow structural variations within structural variations, a powerful construct that can easily lead
to inconsistent and unmanageable variants. Allowing this, does break the
finite property from imperative templates, while the closed property does remain valid since all activities in the variant remain a subset of those included
in the template.
Contrary to imperative variability, variability in PVDI is not defined
explicitly within templates. Instead, the variability is offered through underspecification of the process. Those variability options which are not allowed are specifically disallowed through constraints. The expressive power
of PVDI is therefore directly related to the ability to disallow one thing
and allow others. In other words, to disallow exactly enough without allowing unwanted possibilities. Because of this method of underspecification we
know from Theorem 9.3 that PVDI templates have the option of specifying
templates in such a way that they are not closed, nor finite.
Theorem 9.3. There exist PVDI templates that are not closed nor finite.
Proof. Consider a PVDI template R, which consists of a set of nodes RS =
{p, q}, a set of transitions RT = ∅, and a set of constraints RΦ = {p ⇒ AF q}.
Variant V based on this template consists of the template VR = R a set of
nodes VS = {p, q, r}, and a set of transitions VT = {p → r, r → q}. All
constraints RΦ valuate to true at all nodes si ∈ VS . Because V is a variant
and VS * RS we conclude that R is not closed. Since we may replace r ∈ VS
with any node and produce a variant, we also conclude R is not finite.
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Declarative frameworks sometimes include imperative techniques. Not to
increase theoretical expressiveness, but practical expressiveness. For example, in [19, 20] authors use an imperative process structure with pockets of
declarative variability, and in [6] we propose to capture imperative operations
with sets of constraints. We extended our proposal in Section 4.2.

9.4

Ease of Use

It is difficult to make a clear comparison between imperative and declarative approaches regarding practical use in terms of their complexity. This is
mainly due to the fact that their usability varies depending on each particular case and the particular variability tool or framework used. In practice,
imperative approaches are useful when dealing with templates with limited
flexibility. On the other hand, declarative templates offer a great deal of flexibility, which is useful in the case of highly variable business processes but
turns out to give large overheads when dealing with templates with limited
flexibility. Next, we define a framework for the comparison and we quantitatively compare the relative complexities of both approaches regarding their
ease of use.
To given an impression of how this happens in practice consider the example in Figure 12 illustrating the issue arising when implementing a highly variable template utilizing imperative techniques. All the combinations shown in
the figure must be implemented explicitly as nine variants, and each of those
variants is made of variation points (shown as pairs of hexagons with dashed
connector between them). In result, a process modeler should choose one of
nine predefined variants, and then choose how to fill the placeholders with a
variant of choice. The template includes more than 50 possible variations in
total, which must be provided at the template level either explicitly or by allowing to fill the placeholders by different activities. The difficulty of the task
even increases in situations where some of the combinations are not allowed.
Such restrictions should be reflected by the template, for example, by linking
a list of possible options to particular placeholders. In the worst case, each of
the more than 50 possible options should be visited at the stage of template
modeling in order to decide if it is allowed or not. On the other hand, the
same task can be easily solved using PVDI techniques. Only two formulas
are required in order to make the specification: start ⇒ AF (A ∨ B ∨ C) and
(A∨B ∨C) ⇒ AF end. The PVDI equivalent of this can be seen in Figure 13.
In order to disallow some combinations, additional constraints can be added
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in order to reflect the rules which restrict the possible customizations.

Figure 13: High variable declarative solution.
The situation changes when dealing with low–variable cases. Consider for
instance the two possible variants shown in Figures 14a and 14b. They only
differ in one activity: either C or D is included in the upper branch following
the activity B. An imperative template is simple, as illustrated in Figure 14d,
but it is more complicated while trying to convert this template into a set
of formulas. The set of formulas in Figure 14c shows just one of possible
options consisting of nine formulas. Solutions will obviously become rapidly
more complicated for larger processes. These low– and high–variable cases
offer valuable insights into the complexity of both the imperative variability
and the declarative variability offered by PVDI. In order to explore their
complexity further, let us first define a task of variability management as a
non-empty set of possible variants VA = {v0 , . . . }, each being a process made
of activities of some finite set of activities A. Every variant represents a single
legal modification of some business process, which is typically referred to as
template process. We can then define the complexity of a given variability
approach regarding a variability task VA as the number of different structural
variations or the number of constraints needed to describe this task as a
function of the cardinality of the set A.
While considering imperative variability approaches, the complexity is
directly related to the amount of structural variations needed in a template in
order to express all possible variants. Thus, each variant v ∈ VA is the result
of applying one or more structural variations. Therefore, the minimal number
of structural variations is greater than or equal to the number of possible
variants. Since the complexity equals the amount of structural variations,
the complexity itself is also greater than or equal to the number of possible
variants. Therefore, the minimal theoretical complexity equals 1 in the case
of only one possible variant. The maximum theoretical complexity can be
considered when there are no restrictions at all, that is, the set VA contains
all possible business processes which can be built based on the activities of
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(a) Variant 1.

(b) Variant 2.

(c)
Declarative
Solution.

(d) Imperative Solution.

Figure 14: Two variants (a) and (b) and their declarative (c) and imperative
(d) solutions.
the set A. To estimate that number, consider Theorem 9.4.
Theorem 9.4 (Theoretical complexity of imperative variability). The number of imperative structured variations for a business process build of N distinct activities and a finite number of gateways is at least O(5N ).
Proof. The maximal number of structured variations which do not involve
the adding of removing of activities is equal to the number of non–equivalent
business processes build of the same activities. This number we can use as a
lower bound to estimate the number of possible structural variations.
For a given business process, built of activities a1 , a2 , . . . aN , pick an arbitrary activity, for example, let it be a1 . Then, for each pair of activities
a1 , ak (where 2 ≤ k ≤ N ), the following options are possible:
1. Activity a1 is always followed by activity ak ;
2. Activity a1 is followed by activity ak , but not always;
3. Activity ak is always followed by activity a1 ;
4. Activity ak is followed by activity a1 , but not always;
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5. Neither of the above statements is true, meaning that activities a1 and
ak are parallel.
In total this results in N − 1 pairs with 5 options per pair, and thus 5N −1
possible combinations. It must be noted that the number 5N −1 gives only the
lower bound since we left out of consideration the possible relations between
the other activities. As a result, the lower bound of the number of distinct
business processes is of O(5N ).
Let us consider the declarative-based variability used by PVDI. In this
case, the complexity equals the number of constraints included in a template
in order to restrict the number of possible variants. In the extreme case
of high variability, when there are no restrictions at all, a PVDI template
is quite simply a process. Which gives a constant complexity of 0. The
other extreme occurs when no changes are allowed. Because it captures the
complete process structure instead of single transitions, we use the frozen area
Definition 4.9. A frozen area requires 2N + 1 formulas, each of length N ,
which gives in result O(N 2 ) atomic formulas. Note that other low–variable
cases can also be represented as a set of frozen or semi–frozen areas, which
again results in a complexity of O(N 2 ).
To summarize, in our proposed framework of comparison between imperative and declarative approaches, the relative complexity is constant versus
O(N 2 ) for the case of fixed process (Figure 15a) and O(5N ) versus constant
for the case of highly flexible process (Figure 15b). The immediate conclusion
is that employing the PVDI approach significantly reduces the upper bound
of the complexity, because this approach always results in a polynomial complexity whereas imperative ones range widely from constant to exponential
complexity. Figure 15c illustrates this fact by depicting an indication of how
the complexity of a template increases on the average for both variability
techniques when capturing a low to high amount of variability.

10

Related Work

Several variability tools and frameworks have been proposed. In [3] we introduced the concepts and requirements of variability in BPM and classified
existing frameworks and tools along those requirements. Table 4 gives an
overview of the currently proposed frameworks and tools. Most of them
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(a) Low variable case with constant
(1) imperative and N 2 declarative
complexity

(b) High variable case with constant
(0) declarative and 5N imperative
complexity

(c) Both figures plotted against
each other

Figure 15: Imperative versus declarative complexity.
can be classified as imperative frameworks and a smaller number as declarative ones. The majority concerns design–time variability where either during
design–time a number of variations are created between which a consumer
may choose prior to or directly before running the process, or the process is
left underspecified to be completed by the end-user. Most of the design–time
frameworks and tools focus on the design process itself and offer extensions
to the modeling of business processes [6, 22–26]. Exceptions are [21, 27, 28]
where extensions to the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) offering variability through sets of variation points are proposed. Of these, [28]
allows placeholders. The BPCN [19, 20] framework offers variability through
an imperative process specification which includes so–called pockets of flexibility. These pockets are areas within the business process which are left
underspecified to be modeled by a consumer prior to execution. ADEPT [29]
and DECLARE [30] are tools which respectively offer imperative and declarative run–time variability. The latter of these includes a modeling language
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Marrella et al. [31]

√

Pesic et al. [30]

Dadam et al. [29]

Groefsema et al. [6]

Lu et al. [19]

√ √ √ √ √ √ √

Run–time
Mietzner et al. [28]

Sun et al. [27]

Razavian et al. [26]

Hallrtbach et al. [25]

Nguyen et al. [24]

Hadaytullah et al. [23]

Gottschalk et al. [22]

Classification
Pure imperative
Imp. base with dec. techniques
Imp. base with pockets of dec.
Dec. base with imp. techniques
Pure declarative
BPEL extension
Modeling extension

Chang et al. [21]

Design–time

√
√
√
√ √
√

√ √
√ √ √ √ √

√

√

Table 4: Tools and frameworks classification.
called DecSerFlow [32] which is similar to the language of PVDI but focused
on declarative techniques. DECLARE uses Linear Temporal Logic as its
verification language, and as such is not able to formulate requirements of
existence in a path as we do. However, as it is a run–time framework, only
one path needs to be considered. In [31] a planning approach is used to adapt
process models on the fly, while using a YAWL implementation to show feasibility. In the field of process support systems PROSYT [33] proposed an
artifact based system where constraints are used to guard the artifacts but
may sometimes be broken in favor of flexibility.
In [34] and [35] differences between the imperative and declarative approaches are studied from the design and maintainability perspectives. It
was found that although the imperative approach is more understandible
partly due to familiarity, both approaches have their merits and excell in
different cases.
PVDI, therefore, employs a declarative approach to variability which,
unlike other design–time frameworks, offers both declarative and imperative
variability techniques. Because of its declarative foundation, its expressive
power is bound by the lower bound in complexity. Whereas most other
frameworks are bound by the higher imperative complexity. At the same
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time, declarative usability issues are ameliorated through a straightforward to
use visual modeling extension from which the declarative constraint formulas
can be generated directly.

11

Conclusion

Managing many variants of the same sort of processes is becoming a growing
industrial need, especially to achieve mass customization and adaptation to
several execution contexts. This has prompted for models and frameworks
to deal with variability in an explicit manner in the field of business process
management. Two techniques have emerged: imperative and declarative
ones. Both are expressive and offer advantages for the process of engineering
business processes.
Non-closed and non-finite templates however allow for more variability.
Properties which declarative techniques possess naturally, and are sometimes
included in imperative techniques through declarative mechanisms such as
placeholders. However, these situations must be modeled explicitly during
the design of the imperative template. Something which quickly complicates
the design when dealing with a large amount of variations. Declarative approaches excel in very flexible situations, but have are an overkill to express
straightforward enumerations of variants. Something which imperative techniques excel at. A natural conclusion is thus to choose the right approach on
a per case basis. Though, this would require tool support for both techniques
and possibly the necessity of migration from one tool to the other, with all
the drawbacks that this implies.
A better option is to combine both techniques while limiting practical
complexity. As discussed, imperative techniques have a complexity ranging
between 1 for low variable templates to O(5N ) for high variable templates.
Declarative techniques on the other hand have a complexity ranging from
O(N 2 ) for low variable templates to 0 for high variable ones. When encoding
one technique using the other, the lower declarative complexity is ultimately
preferred. Our proposed PVDI does exactly this by employing a declarative
approach with support for imperative methods encoded in large collections of
declarative formulas and introducing a graphical layer which hide these large
collections of formulas. By employing a graphical approach, PVDI allows a
template designer to use a mix of both techniques while being able to avoid
the complexity issues of both.
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With PVDI we ameliorate a number of common BPM issues such as
reusability and flexibility, as well as common BPM variability issues relating to complexity and usability. We do so by offering a graphical design
extension to BPMN which translates the designer his wishes internally into
constraints usable by the declarative foundation of PVDI. Through the addition of the graphical layer the complexity of the declarative formalism is
completely hidden from the business process modeler. Additional graphical notations describing new behavior can be added easily to the extensible
PVDI framework, offering an even larger range of options than described by
this article. The foundation of PVDI is rooted in a declarative base, which
we proved to be the lesser complex choice. Most existing frameworks however support the more complex and restrictive imperative variability. And
those that support declarative mechanisms do so without much regard for
the design process.
We developed tooling for PVDI in the form of VxBPMN and subjected
it to performance tests using three different templates. Resulting from these
tests was the fact that all three processes could be validated in between half a
millisecond to 4 milliseconds with the slowest times per individual constraint
for the process with the smallest process description. Thus, the validation
mechanism scales well when dealing with larger process descriptions, but less
when including complicated loop constructs.
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A

Computational Tree Logic in a Nutshell

Computational Tree Logic (CTL) and Computational Tree Logic+ (CTL+ )
are Branching–time Logics and are defined inductively by applying the following rules 1-5 and 1-6 respectively [9,11]. Although CT L+ is equivalent to
CT L, it does allow for more compact and understandable formulas. A CTL
model M = hS, T, Li consists of a set of states S, a set of transitions T , and
a valuation function L. And a path is a sequence (s0 , s1 , ...) of states such
that (si , si+1 ) ∈ T .
1. Each primitive formula is a state formula
2. If p, q are state formulas, then so are (p ∧ q) and ¬p
3. If p is a state formula, then Xp, F p and Gp are path formulas, with
• Next: Xp meaning that the path has a neXt state, and there p
holds
• Finally: F p meaning that at some state, eventually, p holds
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• Globally: Gp meaning that Globally, at all states, p holds
4. If p is a path formula, then Ep and Ap are state formulas, with
• Exist: Ep meaning that there Exists a path for which p holds
• Always: Ap meaning that All paths satisfy p
5. If p, q are state formulas, then [p U q] and [p W q] are path formulas,
with
• Until: [p U q] meaning that at some future state in the path q
holds, and Until that point all states satisfy p
• Weak until: [p W q] meaning that unless q holds in a state, p
holds up until that state or globally otherwise
6. If p, q are path formulas, then so are p ∧ q and ¬p
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